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Preamble
Society for the History of Technology (SHOT)
Melvin Kranzberg
Social construction of technology (SCOT), social
shaping, and socio-technical systems
Some important figures
The Twente Conference

Technology & Culture

Gulbenkian report treatment of science and
technology
Conclusion






What needs to be called for is less an attempt to
transform organizational frontiers than to
amplify the organization of intellectual activity
without attention to current disciplinary
boundaries
To be sociological is not the exclusive purview of
personas called sociologists
Nor is it absolutely sure that professional
historians necessarily know more about historical
explanations, sociologists more about social
issues, economists more about economic
fluctuations than other working social scientists







Before SHOT the history of technology was
traditionally linked to economic history and the
history of science; now equally close to
environmental, gender, business, and labour
history
Formed in 1958 to encourage the study of the
development of technology and its relations with
society and culture
An interdisciplinary organization concerned not
only with the history of technological devices and
processes, but also with the relationship of
technology with politics, economics, production,
science, the arts, its role in the differentiation of
individuals in society







Technology is not intrinsically
useful or even rational; capitalist
ideology has served to mask
powerful non-utilitarian motives,
among them kinaesthetic pleasure,
a sense of play, curiosity, etc.
Many inventions – from the
mechanical clock to the telephone
and the automobile– met only
marginal needs at the outset. Any
substantial economic significance
often had to be contrived, thereby
making invention the mother of
necessity.
Modelling & design as well as a
artefacts





Kranzberg was professor of the history of
technology at Georgia Tech, and founding editor
of Technology and Culture
In 1985, he delivered the presidential address at
the annual meeting of the Society for the History
of Technology in which he explained what had
already come to be known as Kranzberg’s Laws
— “a series of truisms,” according to Kranzberg,
“deriving from a long-time immersion in the
study of the development of technology and its
interactions with sociocultural change”



Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it
neutral
◦ Technology’s interaction with the social ecology
is such that technical developments frequently have
environmental, social, and human consequences
that go far beyond the immediate purposes of the
technical devices and practices themselves, and the
same technology can have quite different results
when introduced into different contexts or under
different circumstances



Invention is the mother of necessity
◦ Every technical innovation seems to require
additional technical advances in order to make it
fully effective.



Technology comes in packages, big and small
◦ The fact is that today’s complex mechanisms
usually involve several processes and components.



Although technology might be a prime
element in many public issues, nontechnical
factors take precedence in technology-policy
decisions
◦ Any complicated sociocultural factors, especially
human elements, are involved, even in what might
seem to be ‘purely technical’ decisions
◦ Technologically ‘sweet’ solutions do not always
triumph over political and social forces



All history is relevant, but the history of
technology is the most relevant
◦ Although historians might write loftily of the
importance of historical understanding by civilized
people and citizens, many of today’s students
simply do not see the relevance of history to the
present or to their future. I suggest that this is
because most history, as it is currently taught,
ignores the technological element



Technology is a very human activity-and so is
the history of technology
◦ Behind every machine, I see a face-indeed, many
faces: the engineer, the worker, the businessman or
businesswoman, and, sometimes, the general and
admiral. Furthermore, the function of the
technology is its use by human beings - and
sometimes, alas, its abuse and misuse”

Kranzberg’s laws highly
influential in the
development of the SHOT
ethos and outlook of its
members … conference
helpers wear the T-shirt!







Technology does not determine human
action, but that rather, human action shapes
technology
The ways a technology is used cannot be
understood without understanding how that
technology is embedded in its social context.
A response to technological determinism,
◦ sometimes known as technological constructivism
(strong programme)



Compare with Social Shaping of Technology
◦ Softer, less ‘hard-line’ approach

Term coined by researchers at Tavistock
Institute published 1951 (based on work
with workers in English coal mines)…
extraordinary difficult to define /
represented – here are two views.









Bijker, Hughes & Pinch, eds. (1987). The Social
Construction of Technological Systems, MIT Press.
Winner (1993). “Upon opening the black box and
finding it empty: social constructivism and the
philosophy of technology”, Science, Technology,
and Human Values, 18 (3)
Edwards (1997). The Closed World: Computers and

the Politics of Discourse in Cold War America
(Inside Technology), MIT Press.
Smith & Marx (1994) Does Technology Drive
History? The Dilemma of Technological
Determinism., MIT Press.



Prime movers in the application of social shaping ideas
Katherine Hayles, Duke
(post-humanism; relations between
science, literature, and technology

Judy Wajcman, LSE
(ICT; women in
technology

Sherry Turkle, MIT
(computers; robots;
online identities)

Nelly Oudshoorn, Twente
(information society; gender)

Gabrielle Hecht, Michigan
(nuclear power; Africa)







methodological
chapters and a wide
range of case studies:
Portuguese expansion
in the late 15th century
development of
synthetic dyes and
Bakelite in the 19th and
20th centuries







social construction of
missile accuracy
medical imaging
sociology and
cognitivism
expert systems









the pianist Glenn Gould
and music technology
the ‘electronic church’ of
Oral Roberts
questions of technology
in Hayao Miyazaki’s 2013
film The Wind Rises
masculinity in the
technology of printing
1960s – 1980s






how to glean culture
from an evolving
Internet
pro-nuclear
environmentalism
book reviews on:

◦ how engineers think
◦ cultural histories of
sociabilities
◦ space and mobilities
◦ British art in the nuclear
age









nothing to say about technology per se
an important section on the ‘two cultures’
concentrates on topics such as non-linearity
and complexity, irreversibility and the ‘arrow
of time’
nothing is said about the old ‘internalist /
externalist’ debate, let alone the new
convergence of science and technology
studies with a whole range of social studies
perceptive analysis of changes in the
scientific world view







The long-simmering discourses with Newtonian
assumptions began to explode […], the older
scientific theories [becoming increasingly unable] to
offer plausible solutions to ever more complex
phenomena
Historical social systems are quite clearly composed
of multiple, interacting units, characterised by the
emergence and evolution of nested hierarchical
organization and structure, and [new] complex
spatiotemporal behaviour (shared with evolutionary
biology) beyond that of the nonlinear dynamics of
traditional physical systems
In other words, quintessential technological issues!






Ten years before Open the Social Sciences,
historians of technology were widening their
views of the nature of technology to consider
socio-technical systems
This novel approach did not initially resonate
with either natural or social scientists
Although the Gulbenkian Report did not
consider technology explicitly, much its
remarks about science reflect the new critical
approach of historians of technology from the
mid 1980s

